With the adoption of Common Core State Standards, Algebra frameworks have changed and higher level mathematics have moved down to Algebra I.

This course offers the knowledge and pedagogy for improvement of the teaching and learning of the concepts in the Common Core State Standards Algebra I frameworks, strategies to differentiate Algebra instruction, scaffold Algebra lessons and target struggling learners.

PARCC Algebra I Assessment questions correlated to the modules will be integrated in the course instruction.

Participants attending all meetings will receive the following:

- **understanding** of Algebra CCSS lessons ready to use
- **manipulatives** for the classroom
- **reproducible copies** on a flash drive
- **SmartBoard Notebook activities**
- **network** of peer Algebra I teachers
- **PARCC Assessment questions**
- **a $1,500 stipend**

The deadline to register is May 2013. However, registration is limited to the first 20 participants. If you wish to attend and presently teach Algebra I (or will be teaching Algebra I in 2013/2014), complete and submit the registration form to Dr. Brad Baine.